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6

Abstract7

The purpose of this study was to develop and validate an instrument for measuring and8

assessing perceived performance management practices in Institutions of Higher Education in9

Uganda. These practices are based on metaphors derived from the agency, upper based view,10

dynamic capability and goal setting theories.Design/methodology/approach: Item11

development was a result of an intensive literature review, reliability assessment, exploratory12

and confirmatory factor analyses. A survey that respondents in four Institutions of Higher13

Education in Uganda was conducted.Findings: Results show that the items are related to14

individual management practices that were based on appropriate employer decision making,15

identifying and utilising available achieve performance in an ever changing environment. Using16

the structural equation modelling (SEM), moder yielded a model that fits the data. Goodness17

and normed-fit-index (NFI = .944) and Tucker Lewis values >.90 and RMSEA = .039 was18

obtained.19

20

Index terms— performance management practices; institutions of higher education; Uganda.21

1 Introduction22

ccording to Sekhar (2007), there is no broader system of management of the people which has received much im-23
portance and attention as performance management system in organizations. Baron and ??rmstrong (2002) assert24
that performance Author ?: Department of Psychology, Kyambogo University. e-mail: jmskagaari@gmail.com25
organization, teams, and individuals within it, management is getting better results from understanding and26
managing performance, within agreed framework of planned goals, standards and competence requirements.27
Houldsworth and Jirasinghe (2005) argue that performance is through which managers ensure that employee28
activities and outputs are congruent with the organizations goals. Halachmi (2005) argues that performance29
management can take many forms from dealing with issues internal to the organization to catering to stakeholders30
or handling issues in its environment and paying due attention to the human (behavioral) side of the enterprise. To31
better understand, explain and implement PM requires having practices that involve: establishing results-oriented32
relationships by developing appropriate PM processes and structures; identifying and using available resources33
that are paramount to regular setting of targets; ensuring information flow in a changing work environment34
(Kagaari, 2011).35

According to de Waal (2007), performance management, and especially the fostering of performance-driven36
behaviour, cannot be implemented lightly and should not be underestimated. It takes continuous attention,37
dedication and in particular, stamina from management to keep focusing on performance management in order38
to keep it ”alive” in the organisation (de Waal, 2007). For instance, de Waal’s (2007) study on performance39
management systems in institutions of higher education, found a low score on action orientation, which is40
caused by the management being composed of mainly academics who, in contrast to practitioners, tend to think41
things through (too long) before acting. Kagaari (2011) also found that even when employees in institutions42
of higher education in Uganda are involved in strategic planning, a core activity of performance management,43
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4 III. METHODOLOGY

the implementation process becomes difficult because of the poor incentive structures. Armstrong (1992) argued44
that studies on performance management mostly concentrate on macro factors and examination of individual45
perceptions of performance management practices is still scanty. de Waal citing Abdel Aziz et al. (2005)46
further argued that scientific and professional literature specifically on implementing performance management47
in developing countries is scarce. In Africa, studies on PM are limited and particularly for Institutions of Higher48
Education in Uganda.49

This study particularly focuses on performance management (PM) practices in higher institutions of learning.50
Unfortunately, there is no existing reliable and valid instrument for measuring these PM practices. The purpose51
of this study is to develop and validate an instrument that will reliably assist in tapping information from52
employees for purposes of testing a conceptual model of performance management practices in Institutions of53
Higher Education in Uganda. This will in turn minimise introducing and copying tools and systems from the54
western world which are not always the best suited to local circumstances (de Waal, 2007).55

2 II.56

3 Literature Review57

Kagaari’s study (2011) based on the regular activites employees in public universities are engaged in identifies five58
constructs of performance management practices: Agency relations, locus of decision making, relevant resources,59
dynamic capability and goal setting. The purpose of this study was to develop and evaluate an instrument for60
empirical gauging of performance management practices in Institutions of Higher Education in Uganda. Such an61
understanding is best achieved by meeting the following objectives (Straub et al., 2004): 1. identifying the initial62
items that may help explain performance management practices and determine them by employing an exploratory63
survey approach; 2. confirming the representativeness to a particular construct domain; and 3. finally testing64
the instrument in order to confirm the reliability of items and construct validity. Accordingly, exploratory factor65
analysis (EFA) as a modelling approach is normally used for studying hypothetical constructs by using a variety66
of observable proxies or indicators of them that can be directly measured (Raykov & Marcoulides, 2006) but well67
aware that it is not a hypothesis-testing procedure (Hanley, Meigs, Williams, Haffner, & D’Agostino, 2005).68

Raykov and Marcoulides (2006) argue that the major concern of exploratory factor analysis is to determine69
how many factors, latent constructs, are needed to explain well the relationship among a given set of observed70
measures. Then, the confirmatory factor analysis quantifies, tests and confirms the details of the of a pre-existing71
factor structure. CFA requires that the complete details of the proposed model be specified before it is fitted to72
the data. According to Brown (2006), confirmatory factor analysis is appropriate for construct validation and73
test construction.74

CFA is also frequently used as a first step to assess the proposed measurement model in a structural equation75
model ??MacCallum & Austin, 2000). Many of the rules of interpretation regarding assessment of model fit and76
model modification in structural equation modelling apply equally to CFA. CFA is distinguished from structural77
equation modelling by the fact that in CFA, there are no directed arrows between latent factors. In other words,78
while in CFA factors are not presumed to directly cause one another, SEM often does specify particular factors79
and variables to cause one another. In the context of SEM, the CFA often is called ’the measurement model’,80
while the relations between the latent variables (with directed arrows) are called ’the structural model’. Structural81
equation modelling is a multivariate technique that has a number of advantages: explicit assumptions, precision82
of the model, and complete representation of complex theories (Bagozzi, 1980 cited in Fisher, Elrod, & Mehta,83
2009) because it requires clear definitions.84

According to Tomarken and Waller (2003), the primary purpose of structural equation modelling (SEM) as a85
broad-analytic framework, is to assess whether a specific model fits well or which of the several alternative models86
fits best. Accordingly the development, assessment, selection of statistical tests of fit and fit indices is critical87
in SEM domain (Tomarken & Waller, 2003). Marsh and Grayson cited in Schermelleh-Engel, Moosbrugger and88
Muller (2003) noted that there are no established guidelines for what minimal conditions constitute an adequate89
fit rather establishing that the model is identified, the iterative estimation procedure converges, all parameter90
estimates have reasonable sizes and the patterns in the residual matrix for standardized residuals do not indicate91
signs of ill fit.92

4 III. Methodology93

According to Straub, Boudreau, and Gefen (2004), validating an instrument is a critical step before testing94
a conceptual model. Validating an instrument is rigorous and requires patience (Straub et al., 2004). The95
development of an instrument intended to measure performance management practices in institutions of higher96
learning in Uganda began from scratch following a number of stages that involved selection and creation of97
items, exploratory survey, content validity, pilot test and confirmatory study ??Dwivedi, With the review of the98
literature on agency, upper echelon, resource-based view, dynamic capability and goal setting (Locke & Latham,99
1990, 2003, 2005) theories. Metaphors such as agency relations, relevant resources, and locus of decision making,100
dynamic capability and goal setting were derived and a pool of items generated.101

This was part of the exploratory survey that led to initial and selection of items, testing their reliability102
and content validation. The pilot tests revealed areas to be improved on such as wording, format that the103
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questionnaire is not very long and logical sequencing of the questions. Using twenty five subject experts who104
mainly comprised of postgraduate students, item clarity and readability of the questionnaire was ensured. These105
steps of face and content validity of items confirmed the extent to which the items reflected the constructs. Face106
validity being the extent to which the content of the items is consistent with the construct definition was based107
solely on the researcher’s judgement (Din, Zakaria, Mastor, Razak, Embi & Ariffin, 2009). Content validity is108
the extent to which the items comprehensively represent the identified construct (Joo & Lee, 2011) (see Table109
??.110

Table ?? Thereafter, a self-administered structured questionnaire was administered to 900 respondents, 477111
questionnaires were returned and only 447 were usable. The original questionnaire comprised of 67 items112
measuring five exogenous dimensions. A fourpoint Likert scale was used, where 1 = strongly disagree and 4113
= strongly agree. This scale was adopted after (Munene, 2005, personal communication) realising that most114
respondents would mainly score the neutral anchor of any odd scale.115

5 IV. Data Cleaning, Editing and Reliability116

To confirm the instrument, a Software Package for Social Scientists (SPSS) version 17 was used for statistical117
analysis to obtain descriptive statistics, (Ntayi, 2011). Data was then filled using maximum likelihood (ML),118
which assumes multivariate normality, but provides goodness of fit evaluation and, in some cases, significance119
tests and confidence intervals of parameter estimates. MCAR is a precursor to confirmatory factor analysis and120
structural equation. The descriptive statistics, including the mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis121
were examined (see Table ??). Skewness and kurtosis of an item with an absolute value exceeding 1.0 is considered122
unsuitable for measurement instruments (EOM, 1996) cited in Joo and Lee (2010). The values of skewness and123
kurtosis obtained were acceptable. The adequacy of the sample was determined using the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin124
measure of sampling adequacy (0.87) and the Bartlett’s test of sphericity (?² = 1977.09, df = 91, p = .00). The125
results indicated that the preconditions of normality and homoscedasticity were satisfied. The sample size was126
greater than 300 and Cronbach’s alpha values obtained for all the constructs exceeded acceptable value of .70127
??Nunnally, 1998; ??ield, 2005; ??arson, 2005) in Table 2.128

In order to examine whether the items are unidimensional, inter-item and corrected item-to-total correlations129
were analysed. Particularly, all those items with item-to-total correlations within the range of .30 to .40, which130
are considered the minimum level of interpretation of the structure, were kept (Din, Zakaria, Mastor, Razak,131
Embi, & Ariffin, 2009). According to Burton and Mazerolle (2011), inter-item correlations for items intended to132
measure the same item the same construct should be moderate and not too high (i.e. .30 -.60). A survey item133
unidimmensionality means a single item helps the researcher understand or assess only one latent construct not134
multiple constructs being measured by the survey (Burton & Mazerolle, 2011).135

All methods indicated that exploratory factor analysis was appropriate and was conducted to examine the136
relationships among the items and to identify clusters of items that share sufficient variation to justify their137
existence as a factor or construct to be measured by the instrument (Burton & Mazerolle, 2011). EFA helps in138
reducing the number of items in a proposed survey so that the remaining items can best explain the constructs139
under investigation. Researchers use exploratory factor analysis (EFA) in determining the underlying factors140
that structure the instrument. For instance, in this study all cross loading items and items with factor loadings141
less than .50 were eliminated from the instrument (Table 2). V.142

6 Description of the Sample143

The findings showed that of the respondents: 62 percent were male; 38 percent were female; 64 percent had ages144
below 40 years and 36 per cent above 40 years; 66.2 percent were married; 29.5 per cent were single; 2.2 percent145
separated; .7 percent divorced and 1.3 per cent widowed; 45 percent had a postgraduate degree and above; 5.6146
percent had certificates; 13.4 per cent had diplomas; 35.6 per cent had a first degree; 36 elsewhere before joining147
university service whereas 26 percent had no working experience on joining university employment.148

7 VI.149

8 The Measurement Model150

Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) results suggested five factors, which seem to measure performance management151
practices. However, EFA is generally acknowledged as insufficient for the assessment of dimensionality (Rubio et152
al., 2001 cited in Vieira, 2011). According to Brown (2006), EFA has a problem of indeterminacy of factor scores,153
which is resolved by confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and structural equation modelling (SEM) because the154
analytic framework eliminates the need to compute factor scores. Unlike EFA, CFA/SEM offer modelling flexible155
such that additional variables can be brought into analysis to serve as correlates, predictors, or outcomes of the156
latent variables. Often, CFA is used as a precursor to SEM (Brown, 2006). CFA is used in the measurement157
model to specify the number of factors, how the various indicators are related to the latent factors, and the158
relationship among indicators’ errors. CFA was conducted to minimise the difference between estimated and159
observed matrices (Din, Zakaria, Mastor, Razak, Embi & Ariffin, 2009). The structural equation model specifies160
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10 RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY

how the various latent variables are related to one another such as direct or indirect effects, no relationship and161
spurious relationship (Brown, 2006).162

For the identified dimensions (latent variable) in the measurement model, three to seven items were developed163
for each latent variable. To confirm the measurement items, reliability and validation was conducted following164
empirical data using a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). According to DeVellis (2003), confirmation of the165
instrument minimizes costs and risks that could arise out of poor measures.166

For the confirmatory analysis (CFA) in structural equation modeling (SEM), AMOS 8.0 software program was167
used (Schermelleh-Engel, Moosbrugger, & Müller, 2003). The program adopted maximum likelihood estimation168
to generate estimates in the fullfledged measurement model. According to Hair et al. (2010), there is no single169
rule for reporting or guaranteeing a correct model but a researcher should report at least one incremental index,170
one absolute index, in addition to ?² values and associated degrees of freedom. The goodness-of-fit statistics that171
were tested included: Chi square, Absolute Fit Indices and Incremental fit indices in Table 3. A non-significant172
?² (p>0.05) is considered to be a good fit for the ?² GOF measure. However, it is believed that this does not173
necessarily mean a model with significant ?² to be a poor fit. This is because the results are highly dependent174
on sample sizes (Barret, 2006). Large sample sizes can lead to almost rejection of the null hypothesis even when175
models are trivially misspecified. Also, poorly specified models might be accepted if sample sizes are small.176
According to Tomarken and Waller (2003), chi-square test of exact fit is primarily a badness-of-fit measure that177
facilitates dichotomous acceptation or rejection decisions but provides less information about degree of fit. As178
a result consideration of the ratio of ?² to degrees of freedom (?²/df) is proposed to measure as an additional179
measure of GOF. A value smaller than 3 is recommended for the ratio (?² /df) for accepting the model to be a180
good fit (Chin, et al. 1995) mathematically similar to ?2 and Bollen (1989) dismissed this ratio as unreasonable181
for assessing fit.182

The GFI is developed to overcome the limitations of the sample size dependent ?² measures as GOF (Joreskog,183
et al. 1993). A GFI value higher than 0.90 is recommended as a guideline for a good fit. Extension of the GFI is184
AGFI, adjusted by the ratio of degrees of freedom for the proposed model to the degrees of freedom for the null185
model. An AGFI value greater than 0.9, is an indicator of good fit (Segars, et al., 1993). RMSEA measures the186
mean discrepancy between the population estimates from the model and the observed sample values. RMSEA <187
0.1 indicates good model fit (Browne Cudeck, 1993;Hair, Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 1998). Reporting the ?²188
value and degrees of freedom, the CFI or TLI, and RMSEA will usually provide unique information to evaluate189
the model (Hair et al., 2010). However, the problem of sample size dependency cannot be eliminated by this190
procedure (Ruiz, 2000 cited in Schermelleh-Engel, Moosbrugger, & Müller, 2003). The Incremental fit indices191
measure the improvement of fit by comparing the proposed model with a model that assumes that there is no192
association among the observed variables and which is usually called the independence model. The normed fit193
index (NFI), the Tucker-Lewis index (TLI) and the comparative fit index (CFI) -the values of these indices should194
be close to 1 to indicate a good fit were tested (Hair et al., 1998).195

9 VII.196

10 Reliability and Validity197

In this study, the reliability tests included internal consistency reliability measures, item reliability measures and198
construct reliability measures. The Cronbach coefficient values for the final model are indicated in Table 2. The199
acceptable values range from .68 to .86. Goal setting has the lowest value of .68. After CFA, the overall internal200
consistency reliability coefficient, Cronbach value obtained was .86. Hair et al. (2010) argue that as SEM matures201
the previous guidelines such as ”sample sizes of 300 are required” are no longer appropriate rather that sample202
size decisions should be based on a set of factors. For instance, a minimum sample size of 300, models with seven203
or fewer constructs, lower communalities below .45 and/or multiple underidentified (fewer than three) constructs204
are plausible. The communality measures the percent of variance in a given variable explained by all the factors205
jointly and may be interpreted as the reliability of the indicator (Gason, 2008) in Table 4. An item’s communality206
or item reliability is the square of a standardized factor loading, which represents how much variation in an item207
is explained by the latent factor. An item reliability of .50 is the minimum acceptable value although lower values208
be accepted with large sample sizes. The standardised factor loadings ranged from .53 to .87 as shown in Table209
2 are an indication of acceptable convergent validity. The construct reliability values are indicated in Table 4,210
ranging from .68 to .87. Construct reliability (CR) above the 0.70 threshold and an average extracted variance211
(AVE) above the .50 threshold are recommended by Hair et al. (1998), which this study achieved as indicated212
in Table 4.213

To get satisfactory discriminant validity, the square root of average variance extracted (AVE) for each construct214
should be greater than the correlation between the construct and the other constructs (Sridharan, Deng, Kirk215
& Corbitt (2010). Table 5 shows the obtained and acceptable discriminant validity values between each pair of216
construct and all AVE square root values indicated are greater than the correlation between the constructs. For217
example, dynamic capability showed highest discriminant validity among all other constructs. The square root218
of AVE for dynamic capability was .83 while the correlation between dynamic capability and other constructs219
ranged from .52 to .63. Following Cohen, Cohen, Aiken and West’s (2003) criteria correlation value (r >.10) was220
considered to be weak, (r > .30) was defined to be moderate and (r >.50) was considered to be strong.221
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11 VIII.222

12 Results223

The measurement model of 52 items deductively generated (Hinkin, 1998 cited in Yeo & Frederiks, 2011) loading224
on five exogeneous variables that yielded unsatisfactory fit indices (e.g. NFI = .77, GFI = .74, TLI = .85, CFI225
= .85). Based on the guidelines for these values, problematic items that caused unacceptable model fit were226
excluded. Remodelling to assess which specific model fits the data well (Tomarken & Waller, 2003), yielded227
a more parsimonious model of 15 items in Figure 1 (e.g. RMSEA = .039,Ninety per cent confidence interval228
for RMSEA is .039 (LO90 = .027, HI90 = .050), GFI = .961, NFI = .944, TLI = .969, CFI = .977, RMR =229
.001, AGFI = .942, PNFI = .719, ?² = 133.886, df = 80; ? = .000, ?²/df = 1.674 in Table 3). Schermelleh-230
Engel , Moosbrugger and Muller ??2003) argued that the number of variable indicators should be considered for231
choosing a sufficient large sample size. Hau, Balla, and Grayson (1998), ??arsh and Hau (1999), ??oomsma and232
Hoogland (2001), cited in Schermelleh-Engel , Moosbrugger and Muller (2003) argued that using confirmatory233
factor analyses with 6 to 12 indicator variables per latent factor a sample size of N = 100 is necessary. With234
two indicators per factor one should at least have a sample size of N ? 400. In otherwords, more indicators may235
compensate for small sample size, a large sample size may compensate for a few indicators. In this study, the236
sample size of 447 was sufficiently large enough to meet this requirement.237

In CFA, there are no ”outcome variables”. The model that was fitted could only be assessed using the238
discrepancy between model implied covariances and the observed covariances (Barret, 2006). In view of that239
assertion, SEM deals with the relationships between latent variables only with the advantage that these variables240
are free of random error (Stoelting, 2009); errors were estimated and removed, leaving only the common variance.241
Byrne (2010) argued that the fit statistics resulting from the model will be equivalent, either if it is parameterised242
as a first order or a secondorder structure based on theory.243

13 Discussion244

The purpose of this study was to to develop and validate an instrument for measuring and assessing perceived245
performance management practices by exploring the psychometric properties, generalisability, and applicability of246
this instrument in Institutions of Higher Education in Uganda. The obtained well-fitting model was one plausible247
representation of the underlying structure from the many possible others using the study data. The goal setting248
variable in the fitting model had a low Cronbach value but was retained because of the exact model fit indices. To249
validate the instrument, the study examined the internal reliability, item reliability, construct validity to identify250
whether the instrument is properly designed to measure what it intends to assess. Overall internal consistency251
reliability coefficient of Cronbach Alpha value of .95 was obtained from an analysis of the data using software252
SPSS v19.0. After CFA the overall internal consistency reliability coefficient was .83. All these values are over253
and above the generally agreed upon lower limit for Cronbach’s alpha value of .70. The Goodness-of-fit measures254
of, Goodness-of-fit index (GFI), comparative fit index (CFI) and normed-fit-index (NFI) and Tucker Lewis Index255
(TLI) were all above practitioners, cut off values of .95 (Hu & Bentler, 1999 cited in (Hu & Bentler, 1999).256
According to Browne and Cudeck (1993), a value of .08 or less for the RMSEA would indicate an acceptable and257
reasonable error approximation. The final revised model RMSEA was .038. In this study, SEM estimates the258
degree to which the hypothesised model fits the data for the second order model with results still indicating a259
reliable and valid instrument in Figure ??.260

X.261

14 Conclusion262

This study current research makes an important contribution to the field of performance management in particular263
and scientific contribution in general following the rigour exhibited in the process of instrument creation and264
validation. The process involved literature search, extraction, operationalisation and testing the authenticity of265
constructs, and linking these constructs to measurement. This is a good attempt of contextualising the nature266
and dimensionality of performance management practices as a construct. In practice, the established measures267
of performance management practices should act as guidelines of managers of Institutions of Higher Education268
in Uganda in managing employee performance.269

However, this study had its own limitations. The model used directional influences which require a finite270
amount of time to operate yet this was a cross sectional study rendering the interpretation of such effects271
problematic. This model still needed to be subjected to a CFA test with new data. A replication of this study272
with more literature search to establish better indicators of the constructs would be recommended.273
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14 CONCLUSION
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Figure 1: Figure 1 :
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calculate both the exploratory factor analysis and
instrument reliability analysis results. The missing data
was checked and confirmed to be missing completely at
random (MCAR). Maximum likelihood (direct ML) is one
of the most widely preferred methods for handling
missing data in SEM and other data analytic contexts
(Allison, 2003; Schafer & Graham, 2002). Missing
completely at random (MCAR) with ? > .05 means that
the two groups are significantly different from each other
and so the missing values are random

Indices Year
2014

1 2 3 4 5
DynamicLocus

of
RelevantGoalAgency3

In this institution there is documentation of new knowledge in
decision making In this institution there is sharing of new knowledge
in problem solving situation In this institution there is sharing of
new knowledge in decision making In this institution incentives are
administered by objective criteria In this institution rewards are
administered by objective criteria with employees In this institution
top management team members share the vision

Capability
.84
.82
.80

Decision
Mak-
ing
.87
.83
.61

resourcessettingrelationsVolume
XIV
Is-
sue
IV
Ver-
sion
I

In this institution relevant resources are act as triggers for innovation
In this institution resources act as triggers for collaborative problem

.80

.79
( A
)

solving A number of relevant resources are integrated to increase our
effectiveness In this institution employees set themselves challenging
but achievable goals In this institution employees are committed to
their goals In this institution employees are encouraged to set their
own task goals Policies and procedures of the institution are clearly
defined The review of the of decisions taken by the university top
leaders s done formally The reviews of the decisions taken by the
university top leaders is comprehensively Eigen Values % of Variance
Cumulative %

2.31
15.43
15.43

2.14
14.28
29.71

.77
2.09
13.91
43.62

.81

.82

.6
2
1.89
12.57
56.18

.78

.76

.66
1.89
12.50
68.68

Global
Jour-
nal
of
Hu-
man
So-
cial
Sci-
ence

[Note: © 2014 Global Journals Inc. (US) -]

Figure 2:
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14 CONCLUSION

2

Year
2014
4
Volume
XIV
Is-
sue
IV
Ver-
sion
I
A
) (
Global
Jour-
nal
of
Hu-
man
So-
cial
Sci-
ence

Item Indicator Agency Relations (Problem solving){Literature: Jensen and Meckling(1976); Martinez and Kennerley (2005); Sperber (1996);Morris, Item Code Mean SDSkewness Kurtosis Item-Total Corr. EFA loadings ?-Cronb. Alpha Menon and Ames (2001); Hendry (2005); Daily, Dalton and Cannella (2003); Hermalin and Weisbach (2003)}. 1. Policies and procedures of the institution are clearly defined Agency4 2.67 .90 -.26 -.67 .47 .78 .71 2. The review of the of decisions taken by the university top leaders s done formal Agency5 2.72 .81 -.51 -.03 .49 .76 3. The reviews of the decisions taken by the university top leaders is comprehensive Agency7 2.18 .74 .22 -.20 .53 .66 Locus of Decision Making {Literature: Hambrick and Mason (1984, 1992); Carlzon (1989); Brode (1994); Katzenback and Smith (1993)}. 1. In this institution rewards are administered by objective criteria Echelon 7 2.06 .82 .38 -.43 .52 .83 .76 2. In this institution incentives are administered by objective criteria Echelon 8 2.06 .79 .48 -.09 .52 .87 employees 3. In this institution TMT members share the vision with Echelon 13 2.13 .90 .32 -.73 .54 .61

Relevant Resources (Resource utilisation) {Literature: Penrose(1959); Isobe, Makino and Montomery (2003); Donaldson and Lorsch
(1983); Dutton and Duncan (1987); Gordon and Cummins (1979); Amit and Schoemaker (1993); Barney (1991, 2001, 2002); Wernefel t
(1984); Collis and Montgomery (1995); Rousse and Dallenbach (2002)}
A number of relevant resources are integrated to Rbv

13
2.65
.67

-
.52

.23.43.77.76

increase our effectiveness
In this institution relevant resources are act as Rbv

14
2.72
.68

-
.79

.72.46.80

triggers for innovation.

[Note: © 2014 Global Journals Inc. (US) -]

Figure 3: Table 2 :
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In this institution resources act as triggers for Rbv 15 2.51
.76

-
.33

-
.33

.46 .79

collaborative problem solving.
Dynamic Capability(Information sharing and flowing){ Literature: Shore, Porter and Zahra (2004); Coyle-Shapiro, Shore, Taylor and
Tetrick (2004); Choo and Johnson (2004)}
in decision making 1. In this institution there is sharing of new
knowledge

Dynmc62.49
.74

-
.31

-
.31

.68 .80

knowledge in decision making 2. In this institution there is
documentation of new

Dynmc72.39
.75

-
.12

-
.43

.61 .84 .86

problem solving situation 3. In this institution there is sharing of new knowledge in Dynmc82.43
.76

-
.06

-
.37

.61 .82

Goal Setting (Planning) {Literature: Locke (1978, 2001, ); Locke and Latham (1990); Vandewalle (1997); Latham (2001);
Latham and Lee (1986); Ryan (1970); Veccho and Appelbaum (1995)}
challenging but achievable goals 1. in this institution employees
set themselves

Goal42.55
.70

-
.29

-
.14

.35 .81

goals 2. In this institution employees are committed to their Goal52.67
.73

-
.30

-
.07

.38 .82 .68

their own task goals 3. In this institution employees are encouraged
to set

Goal112.34
.79

-
.20

-
.36

.40 .62

Figure 4:

3

Figure 5: Table 3 :

4

Figure 6: Table 4 :
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14 CONCLUSION

5

Chi-square (?²) Absolute Incremental
fit
in-
dices

fit
indices

M ?² = df
=

? = ?² ? df = RMR = GFI
=

AGFI = RMSEA = NFI = TLI
=

CFI

od 133.886 80 .000 1.674 .001 .961 .942 .039 .944 .969 =
el LO90 =.027 .977

HI90 = .050
Model with 5 correlated factors

Recommend ? .05 ? 3.0 ?
.90

? .90 ? .10 ? .90 ?
.90

?

ed value .90
Construct Standardised ?² = Item? = 1-?² ?(?) ?(?²) Average ? (?)²

Con-
struct

factor Reliability Standardised = variance Reliability
loadings (?) (communalities error Eigen extracted ? (?)²/

in EFA) variance values (AVE ) ? (?)²
+ ?(?)

in EFA =?(?²)/n
agen4 .61 .37 .63 1.73 1.27 .42 3.80 .70
agen5 .63 .40 .60
agen7 .71 .50 .50
Echlo7 .79 .62 .38 1.35 1.65 .55 4.88 .75
Echlo8 .82 .67 .33
echlo13 .60 .36 .64
rebv13 .68 .46 .54 1.46 1.54 .51 4.62 .76
rebv14 .75 .56 .44
rebv15 .72 .52 .48
dymc6 .87 .76 .24 .93 2.07 .69 6.20 .87
dymc7 .83 .69 .31
dymc8 .79 .62 .38
gol4 .70 .49 .51 1.71 1.29 .43 3.76 .68
gol5 .75 .56 .44
gol11 .49 .24 .76

Agency Echelon Resources Capability Goal setting
Agency .65
Echelon .64 .74
Resources .41 .35 .71
Capability .63 .52 .53 .83
Goal setting .37 .32 .42 .40 .66

Figure 7: Table 5 :
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